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Come and play a game inspired
by nature while exploring some
of the important biodiversity
hot spots still found in Adelaide
(and maybe even catch some
digital critters along the way!).

Urban Adelaide is still
an important area for
biodiversity!

Number of native species seen
________________________

To identify South Australian native
fauna, download the field guide

from the SA Museum
www.samuseum.sa.gov.au/learn/

museum-apps/field-guide-to-
south-australian-fauna

Number of Pokémon caught
________________________

 
Treasure hunt answers

1________________________
2________________________
3 ________________________
4 ________________________
5 ________________________
6 ________________________
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6
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31

OUR SPONSORS

2

Pokémon habitat

Remnant native
vegetation

!



Name
Email
Phone

Biodiversity means each species, no matter how small, has an important role to play in the larger
ecosystem. Greater species diversity ensures long term sustainability for all life forms.
To measure this diversity scientists, conservation workers - and keen volunteers! - conduct surveys in
different areas to discover different species.

extra credit!

Would you like to know more about events
at the Joinery? Y/N

Ready, set... GO!

About biodiversity

1. Who are we? Without us we would not have so many different types of fruit and vegetables
available. It's un-bee-lievable. Find us at the___________
2. Did you know this area contains over 57 species of plants that have survived in the area since pre-
European settlement and is one of the important areas of remnant vegetation within the Adelaide
CBD ? The pokéstop here is labelled__________
3. This stop is near a rare remnant of grassland, with surprising survivors from the pre- European
grasslands and open grassy woodland plains. Look south from the rock art formation: how many
trees are in the nearest fenced-off grassland?
4. Here they are responsible for helping to breed animals in captivity to maintain genetic diversity
when populations are diminishing in the wild. Who unveiled the "chimpanzee finger"?
5.Carl Linnaeus was a Swedish botanist, physician and zoologist who formalised the modern system
of naming organisms called binomial nomenclature. He is known as the 'father of modern taxonomy'.
 What is planted around his statue?
6.  Go to the South Australian Biodiversity Gallery on the second floor. How many wedged tail eagles
are in the Sand and Rock display?

Treasure Hunt

Pokémon Go is a great digital example of how scientists and conservationists find catalog,  and
monitor biodiversity, and this provides us with information on how to manage and protect it!

Like Pokémon trainers, conservationists search far and wide for new species
There are Pokédex for plants and animals one example is Fauna Field Guide from the SA Museum:
http://www.samuseum.sa.gov.au/learn/museum-apps/field-guide-to-south-australian-fauna
Help us measure biodiversity in the Adelaide CBD
We need your help to catch (and describe) ‘em all!

Visit all six of the biodiversity stops
Record as many native plant and animal species as you can  during the treasure hunt
Catch as many different Pokémon as you can (hatching eggs or evolving does not count)
You don't need the Pokémon app to do the treasure hunt (but it may help a bit)

At the end of the month, hand your entry form in at The Joinery and go into the draw to win prizes.

Grab your treasure map and phone, then:

Take some creative screenshots of
biodiversity and post to our Facebook
by tagging @The Joinery or Instagram

@thejoinerycommunity using
hashtags #biodiversitygo

#thejoinery #conservationsa

Tear off this section
and return to The Joinery
at 111 Franklin St Adelaide

to win!


